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Introduction

The Organization of World Heritage Cities

(OWHC) is an international non-profit, non-

governmental organization which brings together
the cities from around the globe that have within

their territory a site that has been inscribed on the

UNESCO World Heritage List.

The OWHC was created to assist member

cities to adapt and improve their conservation

and management methods. In the activities of

the OWHC, these cities are represented by their

Mayors with the participation of their heritage

management experts and technicians. Cities that

are not listed as well as individuals may join the

OWHC as observer members.

The OWHC has five official languages,

French, English, Spanish, Arabic and Portuguese,

while French, English and Spanish are the

OWHC working languages.

The Mayors of the OWHC member cities

form the General Assembly, the paramount

authority of the Organization. At its meeting

every two years, in the course of the World

Congress, the Assembly elects eight Mayors to

serve on the Board of Directors that meets at

least once a year.

The headquarters of the OWHC are located in

Quebec City, Canada. The General Secretariat is

directed by the Secretary General, appointed

by the General Assembly, who oversees the

execution of mandates adopted by the governing

bodies, the day-to-day administration of the

Organization and personnel management. Seven

Regional Secretariats support the work of the

General Secretariat.
Historical Background

Following the inscription of the Historic District

of Old Quebec (Canada) on the UNESCO World

Heritage List in 1985, the city’s Mayor, Jean

Pelletier, voiced the need for World Heritage

Cities to join together to face the challenges and

obligations of their World Heritage status.

It was left to Mr. Pelletier’s successor,

Mr. Jean-Paul L’Allier, also a man of vision, to

organize a meeting in Quebec City in July 1991,

of 41 Mayors of listed cities to take part in the

First International Symposium ofWorld Heritage

Cities. The Symposium was held under the

auspices of UNESCO with the cooperation
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of the Government of Canada and the authorities

of the Province of Quebec.

At the end of that first symposium, the elected

representatives who had attended signed the

Quebec City Declaration to establish a network

of World Heritage Cities. Two years later at Fez

(Morocco), on 8 September 1993 the Charter of

the Organization of World Heritage Cities

(OWHC) was adopted by the Founding General

Assembly and the decision taken that the head-

quarters of the Organization would be established

in Quebec City, Canada.

It is remarkable that the first gathering held in

Quebec City led to the establishment of an inter-

national network that includes over 230 World

Heritage Cities with a combined population of

over 130 million people.
Key Issues

Mission

The primary objectives of theOrganization are to:

• Favor the implementation of the UNESCO

World Heritage Convention

• Encourage, on both regional and international

levels, co-operation and the exchange of infor-

mation and expertise among historic cities on

matters of conservation and management in

close collaboration with other organizations

pursuing similar goals

• Promote public awareness to heritage values

and their protection

• Foster a sense of solidarity among its member

cities

To this end, the OWHC organizes World

Congresses, regional conferences, seminars and

workshops dealing with the challenges to be

faced in the realm of management as well as

strategies pertaining to the preservation and

development of historic cities.

To better articulate its goals, the OWHC has

followed the example of the UNESCO World

Heritage Committee which outlined its Strategic

Objectives, the originally four and now five

Cs (Credibility, Conservation, Capacity building,

Communication and Communities), in its

Budapest Declaration (2002). The OWHC has
set itself five strategic directions, its own five

Cs, to pursue its mission:

• Collecting experiences

• Capitalizing on know-how

• Consolidating heritage enhancement

• Constructing intercity partnerships

• Contributing to the international debate

Support

The initial grant given by the Government of

Canada as well as the continued support of the

Province and City of Quebec in providing grants

as well as staff and premises for the General

Secretariat have been crucial to the continued

activities of the OWHC.

In addition to the membership fees from the

cities, the Organization also benefits from the

wealth of human resources that exists in its mem-

ber cities. The generosity that these cities have

shown in putting professional staff at the disposal

of the OWHC has been a tremendous asset

throughout its existence. This generosity was

crucial to the creation of the seven OWHC

Regional Secretariats throughout the world.

The establishment of the Regional Secretariats

has been very important in the development of

the OWHC, playing a significant role in achiev-

ing cohesion and unity among its member cities.

The Secretariats have provided a vital link

between the cities of each region and the General

Secretariat in Quebec City. They facilitate the

implementation of programs and projects of the

OWHC, adjusting them to the cultural require-

ments of each region. Equally important are the

activities initiated by the regions themselves,

especially the Regional Conferences held every

two years between World Congresses, which can

better relate to the needs of those cities that share

cultural, linguistic or geographic affinities.

The seven Regional Secretariats serve the

areas of Northwestern Europe, Central and

Eastern Europe, Southern Europe and the Medi-

terranean, Latin America, Africa and the Middle

East, Euro-Asia and Asia-Pacific.

The World Congress

The OWHC has long promoted the cooperation

of the various actors involved in cultural heritage
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conservation and management. It has been said

that the OWHC is the only international platform

where mayors, decision-makers and experts meet

together to discuss issues of mutual concern for

World Heritage Cities. This synergy of authority

and expertise has yielded many positive and

significant results.

As envisaged from the outset, a World

Congress is held every two years, which the

OWHC considers to be its most important event.

The host city of each World Congress, elected by

the members of the OWHC at the previous

Congress, has the responsibility of proposing

a theme and making provisions for its develop-

ment and presentation in the scientific sessions.

These assemblies provide a unique forum,

giving decision-makers and professionals the

opportunity to share their experiences and to

learn about new developments and strategies for

meeting the critical challenges associated with

the conservation and management of World

Heritage Cities.

Mayors’ Workshop

The job of a Mayor of a World Heritage City is

not easy. Most Mayors are not heritage experts

but the responsibility of preserving or managing

historic sites becomes theirs once they are

elected. Having conserved their rich heritage

over time, World Heritage Cities hold the keys

to understanding long-term evolution of a place

from the past and on to the future. City govern-

ments are at the heart of the action. As guardians

of the world’s heritage, World Heritage Cities

face an additional challenge – any action taken

at these iconic places can attract considerable

attention and influence the adoption of goodman-

agement practices elsewhere.

To assist the local authorities in their diffi-

cult task, from 2005, the OWHC has intro-

duced at its World Congresses a Mayors’

Workshop as a conference session, focusing

on the experiences of the host city with the

inclusion of site visits. These workshops, orga-

nized in collaboration with the Getty Conser-

vation Institute, aim to raise the awareness and

to enhance the sensitivity of Mayors regarding

heritage issues as well as to give greater insight
into the methodology of protecting and manag-

ing historic resources in their cities.

The Jean-Paul L’Allier Heritage Prize

The Jean-Paul L’Allier Heritage Prize is awarded

by the OWHC, at the end of a competition and

selection process, to one of its member cities that

has distinguished itself by its achievements in the

conservation, enhancement or management of

property inscribed on the World Heritage List

and located within its territory. The Prize is

awarded every second year at the World

Congress.

Projects and Programs

Compilation of Case Studies

The OWHC project, “Compilation of Case

Studies,” under the leadership of our member

city, Lyon, France, and in cooperation with

UNESCO, the Council of Europe, the France

UNESCO Convention, the Netherlands Funds

in Trust, the Getty Conservation Institute and

ICOMOS, aims to take advantage of the experi-

ences of its members and prepare a lasting

contribution on two major questions that

managers of historic cities face:

• How to manage an urban, inhabited and living

heritage site?

• How to respect the values of heritage while

allowing the city to grow and develop?

The case studies submitted from the member

cities have identified and presented exemplary

achievements in one of the fields of heritage

management and urban development such as

traffic, lodging, public space, commercial or tour-

ism functions and architectural creations. The

studies will be posted on the OWHC website,

www.ovpm.org and ultimately will be published,

with the addition of other studies, in the form of

a “how to” guide.

Youth Programs

The OWHC public awareness program places

emphasis on youth as an investment in the future.

Through the years the Organization has intro-

duced projects and programs such as international

drawing contests, youth forums, the twinning

between schools in World Heritage Cities and

http://www.ovpm.org
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an international video production competition.

All of the youth activities aim to promote an

understanding of the importance of one’s cultural

heritage and the need to preserve it.

City2City

The longstanding City2City program facilitates

the sharing of information and expertise as well

as joint initiatives between member cities.

Partners

The OWHC has had the benefit of the continuous

support of its partners in its activities.

From its founding, the OWHC has enjoyed

a close cooperation with UNESCO and especially

the World Heritage Centre, which was instru-

mental in its creation. This relationship was

formalized with UNESCO by the signing of

a Memorandum of Understanding in February

2002. The OWHC takes part in many UNESCO

initiatives, including those concerning Historic

Urban Landscapes. Conversely, UNESCO

supports andparticipates in severalOWHCprojects.

In addition to its collaboration in the Mayors’

Workshop, the Getty Conservation Institute,

chose to assist three World Congress host cities

in the selection and development of their themes

as well as in the selection of speakers and the

format of the scientific sessions. Through the

years, the OWHC has also been supported in its

activities by its other partners, the Council of

Europe, the Getty Foundation, ICOMOS,

ICCROM and the World Monuments Fund.
Future Directions

Throughout its existence, the OWHC has been

a part of the crusade for the better preservation

and management of World Heritage Cities,

recognizing that their inevitable evolution and

growth are posing ever-greater challenges to the

achievement of these goals. The OWHC through

its programs and in collaboration with its partners,

seeks to respond to these and other issues, to

achieve a balance andmake a relevant, constructive

and prospective contribution for the holistic, sus-

tainable development of its member cities.
Cross-References
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theValue ofCulturalHeritage for Society (2005)
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▶ International Centre for the Study of the

Preservation and Restoration of Cultural

Property (ICCROM) (Conservation and

Preservation)

▶ International Council on Monuments and Sites

(ICOMOS) (Ethics)

▶ International Council on Monuments and Sites

(ICOMOS): Scientific Committees and

Relationship to UNESCO

▶UNESCO World Heritage Convention (1972)

▶UNESCO’s World Heritage List Process

▶World Heritage List: Criteria, Inscription, and

Representation

▶World Monuments Fund (WMF)
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Introduction

For most of the history of Islamic archaeology,
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